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PART.A

[Answer any 4gqquestions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks']

l(a). Why source transformation is used in solving some networks? Do you think that source

transformation is applicable when an ideal voltage is connect€d to a network? Justif, your

comment using simPle examPle'

ljb). Use source conversion technique to find the voltage v, in the

following circuit in Fig. l. 6
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Fig. I Figure for question no. I (b) Fig. 2 Circuit for question no' I (c)

l(c). Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 2 which contains only a 04

dependent source. Consider the value ofthe r€sistors as ohm.

What is maximum power tmnsfer theorem? Derive the condition for transfening maximum

power to the load for a linear bilateral nework.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 3, obtain the condilion for maximum power transfer to the load

R1 and determine the maximum powet :onsumed by .R1(all resistances are in ohm)
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Fig. 3 Circuit for qu€stion no. 2 (b) Fig. 4

.3(a). State superposition theorem. Find i using superposition theor 
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i' o;:' Fig' 4 '

3(b). Find the Norton equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig' 5 at a-D'

Fig.6 Circuit for question no. 4 (a)
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Fig. 5 Circuit for question no. 3 (b)
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lAnswer any ,&q4questions ftom the forto*fgffir., in *,e right margin indicate tulr marks.]

4(a). (i)Find the mathematical expressions for the transient behavior of v6., i.., and v^. for the
circuit of Fig. 6 when the switch is moved to positiofl l. plot the curves od v6., rc., and vx
(ii)How much time must pass before it can be assumed, for all practical purpose, that ic=0
I and yc=E volts.

4(b). Three capacitors cL c2 and cr are connected in series and the coresponding equivalent
capacitance is C,. Derive the equation for C.j.

5(a). Define relative permeability, magnetomotive forcb, magnetic field intensity and flu"
density mentioning their units.

5(b). which section ofFig. 7 has the largest reluctance to the setting up the flux lines ti,rur,6,, its 03' 
longest dimension? And, why? Explain shortly in your own wonC.
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Fig, 7 Circuit for qr" -.o-

5(c) Classiry materials with refn-.. .- '. rragnetic permeability (a,). Derive the 0J
equation -B = lF1; Where 1',- - urvir usual meaning.

mag'
conditr,ns.

4=1Yt":n:

, = 0nn,,,,"ffi-$-n"c,.rreer 
core - =,

"rr of Fig. 8 i) Find the value of I required to develop a
.. = 4 xl0a Wb. ii) Determine p and p. for the material under these
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Fig. 8 Figure for questiol no. 6 .

6(b). Find the value ofl require.r .,rablish a magn. .

magnetic circuit of Fi

. refor fln. ,,rn no.6 (b)
,.u^ of Q

7(a). Findth volta"-acrossandchargeoneachcapacitorofthe,.,,orxofFr 
,r atter eachh- -.d-- :dp' value.

Fig. l0 Figure for question no. 7 (a)
7(b). Des*ibe ampere's circuital law. Compare between magnetic and elecric circuits

mentioning the analogous variables.
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